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In Part I of this paper (Hering, Kantor, and Seitz [50)), 2-transitive groups 
of even degree were classified when the stabilizer of a point has a normal 
subgroup regular on the remaining points. The identification with groups of 
known type was made by finding a 2-Sylow subgroup and then applying the 
deep classification theorems of Alperin, Brauer and Gorenstein [1, 2] and 
Walter [39]. 
The purpose of the present continuation of [50] is to point out that the 
proof of the main result of [50] can be completed without using [1] and [2]. 
Moreover, Walter's classification theorem [39] and the Gorenstein-Walter 
Theorem [49] are not required in [50], although the end of Walter [53] seems 
to be needed. 
Our arguments are natural continuations of those of [50, Sections 4, 8, 
and 9]. Much use is also made of character-theoretic information contained 
in Brauer [46] and [47]. Our goal is to show that a minimal counterexample 
has a cyclic two points stabilizer GaB and then apply a result of Kantor, 
O'Nan and Seitz [22, Theorem 1.1 or Section 5, Case D]. We first show that 
GafJ is metacyclic, and then "transfer out field automorphisms" in order to 
prove that GaB is cyclic. 
This transfer argument yielded an unexpected dividend: in the course of 
examining a similar argument in Suzuki [34, Section 21], an error was found. 
This has been corrected, and, in fact, the entire transfer argument is stated 
for odd and even degree groups simultaneously. 
The numbering of both the sections and the references will be continued 
from [50]. 
* Research supported in part by NSF Grant GP 9584. 
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11. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 11.1. Let p be an odd prime and x a positive integer such that 
x -I(modp). Then (xP + l)p/(x + l)p = p. 
Proof. Set x = -1 + yp. Then 
xP + 1 = (-1 + yp)p + 1 = -1 + p . yp - (~) y2p2 + ... - yPpP + 1 
Thus, (xP + I)/(x + 1) = p(mod p2). 
LEMMA 11.2. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of a group G and N = N G(P), 
Suppose that P contains no section isomorphic to Zp l Zp. Then GjOP(G) ~ 
N/OP(N). 
Proof. This version of the Hall-Wielandt Theorem follows from the 
Proof of Theorem 14.4.1 in [14]. 
LEMMA 11.3. Let G be a finite group having no normal subgroup of index 2. 
Suppose that a 2-Sylow subgroup S of G is quasidihedral. Then the principal 
2-block Bo(2, G) of G consists of characters Xo = IG , Xl , X2 , X3 , X4' and 
characters x(j) of the same degree x such that, tf Xi = Xi(l), there are signs 
81 ,82,83 and an integer m - I(mod 4) such that the following hold: 
(i) X1(t) = 81m, X2(t) = -82m and xit) = -83 for any involution t; 
(ii) 1 + 81x1 = 81x = -82x2 - 83X3 , 1 + 82x2 = 82x4; 
(iii) Xl = 81(2 - m), X2 -m, X3 -83 + tl S 1 (mod 1 S I) and 
m = 1 + 11 S 1 (mod tl S I); 
(iv) X4 x - O(mod 2); 
(v) 818283 = 1, X1X2 = m2x3; 
(vi) Xi(S) = 8i , where 1 S : <s)1 = 2 and i = I, 2, 3; 
(vii) 1 G 1 divides lC(t)l3X1(Xl + 0l)(m + I); and 
(viii) If {k, t'} = {I, 2} and Ok = 1 then h = m2 - x{ > 0, o{ = -1, 
Xk = m2(m2 - h - 1)/h, and X3 = (m2 - h)(m2 - h - I)/h. 
Proof. (i)-(vii) are found in Brauer [47, Section VIII]. It is straightforward 
to deduce (viii) from (i)-(v) [I, Proposition 3.2.8]. 
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LEMMA 11.4. Let G be a finite group having no normal subgroup of index 2 
whose 2-Sylow subgroups are wreathed Z2e \. Z2 . Let <t, v) be any Klein 
group in G. 
(i) Bo(2, G) consists of characters of degrees 1, Em3, m(m + 1), 
m2 + m + 1, Em(m2 + m + 1), E(m + 1)(m2 +m + 1), and E(m-l)(m2+m+ 1), 
where m is an odd integer, E = ±1 and Em > O. 
(ii) There are integers a, c, h such that 
J G J = a3chEm3(m + 1)(m - 1)(m2 + m + 1), 
JC(t)J = achE(m + l)m(m - 1), 
JC«t, v»J = chE(m - 1). 
Proof. This is all stated in Brauer [46] except for the fact that m is odd, 
which is clear since JG : C(t)J is odd. 
12. REVIEW 
We now continue the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will not assume that 
Theorem 7.8 holds. The following situations were arrived at in [50]. 
A minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1 is simple (Theorem 7.7). 
A 2-Sylow subgroup S of G is either (I) quasi dihedral or wreathed, or (II) 
elementary abelian of order 8 (see the first part of the proof of Theorem 7.8). 
It follows that all involutions are conjugate to an involution t E G~s. Here 
Co(t),d = PSL(2, q) for some power q of an odd prime qo (Sections 5-7). We 
may assume that t E Z(S) and S~s is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G~{J . 
The only places where Theorem 7.8 was used were in Lemmas 8.4, 
9.2(ii), and 9.6. Consequently, we have the following cases. 
Case 1. Here Co(t) = SL(2, q). 
Case II. Here Co(t) = PSL(2, q) and J C(t),d : Co(t),d I is odd. Also, 
q> 3 by Theorem 5.1, q = 3 (mod 4), and I S~s I = 2 (see Cases 2 and 4 
at the end of the proof of Theorem 8.9). 
13. CASE I BEGUN 
In Sections 13-15 we will consider Case I of Section 12. In this section 
n = I Q I and the structure of G~{J will be determined. 
Let 0 be the permutation character of degree n - 1. Then 0 E Bo(2, G) 
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[22, Lemma 3.6]. Clearly 0(1) is odd and O(t) > 1. We will use the notation of 
Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4. 
In the quasi dihedral case, q = ±m and 0 = Xl or X2 . Once we have shown 
in Lemma 13.1 that n - 1 = l(mod 4) it will follow that 01 = 1, m = q and 
o = Xl. 
In the wreathed case, n - 1 = Em3, m2 + m + lor Em(m2 + m + 1). 
LEMMA 13.1. (i) C(t)Ll contains PGL(2, q) as a subgroup of odd index f. 
(ii) SaB is a 2-Sylow subgroup of Go;B , and is cyclic of order >4. 
(iii) If S is quasidihedral then n - 1 = q = l(mod 4), while if S is 
wreathed then n - 1 == q _ 3(mod 4). 
(iv) q > 3. 
Proof. Recall that n - 1 = q(mod 4) (Lemma 4.1). Let E and F be as in 
Lemma 9.2. Then E is generalized quaternion andF is cyclic (Lemma 9.2(ii». 
We distinguish the two possibilities (a) I F I = 2 and (b) I F I ~ 4. 
(a) There is an involution v E S - E. By Lemma 9.3(iii), C(t)Ll contains 
PGL(2, q). Thus, SLl is a semidirect product of a dihedral group of order 
(q2 - 1)2 and a cyclic group. Since SLl "'" Sj<t) it follows that S is quasi-
dihedral and (i) holds. 
Suppose that q == l(mod 4). Then vLl is regular, so that QI(So;B) = <t). 
Also, So;{3 is cyclic of order ~ 21 S~{3 I > 4, and (ii) holds. 
Now suppose that q == 3(mod 4). Then So;{3 is a Klein group. By Lemma 4.5, 
Q is abelian of order q3. In the notation of Lemma 11.3, q3 = Xl or X2 . If 
o = X2, then by Lemma 11.3(iii) we have q3 = X 2 = ±q(mod I S I). Since 
I S I ~ 2ICo(t)12 this is impossible. 
Thus, -1 - q3 = Xl - ol(mod 4), so that 
and I G I IIC(t)l3q3(q3 - 1)(q - 1). 
Since 9 l' q2 - q + 1 there is a primei'I q2 - q + 1, t 0/= 3. Then q3 + 1 II G I 
implies that t IIC(t)l. An element X E C(t) of order t fixes at least three 
points of .1. Also, t l' q3 - q, so that X fixes a point of Q - .1. Since Q is 
abelian and Co(t) n C(x) = SL(2, q') for some q', this is impossible by 
Lemma 4.4. 
(b) Here S is wreathed since EF is a central product. We first show that (i) 
holds. As CO(t)Ll = PSL(2, q), Z(SjF) has order 2 and Z(S) ~ EF. Thus, 
Z(S) ~ Z(EF) = F. As SjZ(S) is dihedral, it follows that Z(S) = F and 
SjF is dihedral. By Lemma 9.4, S > EF. Then (CO(t)S)Ll ~ PGL(2, q), 
PGL(2, q), or PSL(2, q)<aLl) where aLl is an involutory field automorphism. 
However, SLl is dihedral, so that (i) holds. 
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Clearly, S~fl is cyclic and hence S"'fJ is abelian. Suppose that S",fJ is cyclic. 
Since EF - <t) contains an involution v, we must have q == 3(mod 4). 
Thus, (i)-(iii) hold in this situation. 
Now suppose that S",fJ is noncyclic. By Lemma 4.5, Q is abelian of order q3. 
We have seen thatF = Z(S) and SJF is dihedral. Now from the structure of S 
it follows that each involution v in S is in EF, and since F is cyclic, C(t) 
contains a single class of involutions other than t. As v E S"'fJ , q = l(mod 4). 
In the notation of Lemma 11.4, q3 = Em3 or m2 + m + 1. If q3 - 1 = 
m2 + m then q3 - 1 IIC(t)l. Letting t be a prime such that 3 =1= t I q2 + q + 1, 
as in (a) we again obtain a contradiction. Thus, q = Em. Suppose that q = m. 
Then I G I divides lC(t)13q3(q + 1)(q3 - 1), which again leads to a contra-
diction. Consequently, q = -m and I C«t, v»)1 = ch(q + 1). 
On the other hand, vLl E CO(t)~fl' so that lC(t) n c(v)1 divides 
2(q - 1)ICw(v)lf. Thus, tcq + 1) IICw(v)lf. Here Cw(v) is faithful and 
semiregular on LI(v) - {ex, {3}, so that I Cw(v) I I (q - 1). Since tcq + 1) is 
odd we must have t(q + 1) If. However, q = q'! for some q'. This contra-
diction completes the proof of (i)-(iii). 
Finally, if q = 3, then I S I = 32, C(t) is solvable by the Feit-Thompson 
Theorem, and, hence, G ~ PSU(3, 3) (Fong [48]), which is not the case. 
LEMMA 13.2. (i) t E Z(G"'Il)' 
(ii) IG: C(t)1 = n(n - I)J(q + l)q and I G", : C(t)", I = (n - l)Jq. 
Proof. If t $ Z(G",fJ) then xt = X-I for some x E G~fl of odd prime order r. 
Suppose that CQ(x) = 1. Applying the Brauer-Wielandt Theorem [41] to 
the dihedral group <t, x) acting on Q, we find that I CQ (t)12T = I Q IT, contra-
dicting Theorem 6.1. 
Thus, ILI(x)1 > 2. Since t E N«x») - C(x), I C(x)"'131 is odd. In view of 
the 2-Sylow subgroups of G, by Lemma 4.4 we must have Co(x) = PSL(2, t) 
with t = 3(mod 4). If u is an involution in Co(x) then LI(u) n LI(x) = 4>, so 
that r = I x I IILI(u)1 = q + 1. 
Let R be an r-Sylow subgroup of G",fJ normalized by S",/l • Suppose that 
ILI(R)I > 2. x is conjugate to an element of R, so that as above, Co(R) = 
PSL(2, t') with t' - 3(mod 4). Since S",fj is cyclic of order ;?:4 we must have 
t E WR • Now Co(R) X WR contains an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 8, which is not the case. 
Thus, CQ(R) = 1, so that r II Q# I = n - 2. It follows that 
o = n - (t + 1) _ 2 - (t + 1) (mod r). 
Since Co(x)<t) = PGL(2, t), there is an elementy E Co(x)"'fJ n C(t) of order r. 
Here y acts on LI - {ex, {3} and Q - LI, where ILl - {ex, (3}1 = q - 1 -
-2(mod r) and I Q - LI I = n - (q + 1) = 2(mod r). From Lemma 4.4 it 
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follows that CO(y)LI(Y) = PSU(3, q'), where q = q'i for some integer i. Then 
o _ n - (q'3 + 1) - 2 - (q'3 + 1)(modr), so that q3 = q'3i_1 (modr). 
However, q - -1 (modr), a contradiction. 
This proves (i), and (ii) follows readily. 
LEMMA 13.3. (i) Co(t)"fJS,,1J is cyclic of order ~2(q - 1). 
(ii) O(Co(t)"fJ) is fixed-paint-free on Q. 
(iii) If q - 1 is not a power of 2 then Q is nilpotent. 
Proof. (i) Co(t)"fJ' S"fJ , and (Co(t)S".B)LI are all cyclic. 
(ii) If 1 =1= x E Co(t)"fJ then x is inverted in Co(t) and centralizes S"fJ . 
By Lemma 4.3, [.::l(x)[ = 2. 
(iii) This follows from (ii) and a theorem of Thompson [37]. 
LEMMA 13.4. (i) Each prime divisor off divides n. 
(ii) (j, q(q - 1» = 1. 
Proof. (i) Let p be a prime dividing f but not n. Suppose that 
G" > X ~ Y = Co(t)"fJS"fJWQ, where G"IX is a p-group. G" = X<a), 
where we may assume that [.::l(a) [ ~ 3. If aY E G" , g E G, we claim that 
a = aY(mod X). Letayh E G"sfor h EQ. Thenayh = ad, dE G"fJ(Lemma4.3). 
Here a-lad E X, so that aY = agh = ad a(mod X). 
Since ([ G: G" [, [ G"IX [) = 1, it follows that the image of a under the 
transfer map G -- G"IX is nontrivial, contradicting the simplicity of G. 
(ii) Clearly q I n - 1. By Lemma 13.3 (ii), (q - 1h' I [Q# I. Thus, (ii) 
follows from (i). 
LEMMA 13.5. Let t' = (IXfJ) ••• be an involution, and suppose that t' inverts b 
elements of O(W). Then n - 1 = q(b(q2 - 1) + 1). 
Proof. If u =1= t is an involution in C(t) then uLl is a regular involution. 
There are (q - 1)/2 such involutions in C(t)LI interchanging IX and /3, all of 
which are conjugate in C(t)LI. Suppose that uLl = tiLl. Then uti E W, and t' 
inverts ut'. Thus, there are l(q - 1 )b* involutions (IX, fJ) ••• , where b* is the 
number of elements of W inverted by t'. However, Cw(t') contains a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of W. Thus, b* = 2b. 
There are (n - 1 )(q - 1)b involutions moving IX. Since this number is 
also n(n - 1)/(q + 1)q - (n - 1)/q, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 13.6. Let A =1= 1 be a normal subgroup of G" contained in Q. If 
(q, [ A [) = 1 then G"fJ is fixed-point-free on A. 
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Proof. Let x E G~,8 have prime order r and suppose that C A(X) =1= 1. 
By Lemma 13.3, r > 2 and x ¢ CO(t)~1l . Assume first that ILl n LI(x)1 ?;: 3. 
Then Co(t) n C(x) is 8L(2, q') with q' I q. Since Cix) =1= 1 this is impossible 
by Lemma 4.4. 
Thus, ILl n LI(x)1 = 2. Since G~1l = Co(t)~1l8~fP~Il6' 8 ELI - {ex, f3}, we 
have x = cy with I =1= c E CO(t)~Il' I =1= y E G~IlB and I c I = I y I = r. Then 
r I q - I, so yEW by Lemma 13.4. 
Now consider Co(x). By Lemmas 4.4 and 13.2, Co(x) must be P8L(2, t) 
for some t. There is an involution v E Co(x) interchanging ex and f3. Then v 
normalizes CO(t)~1l by Lemma 13.2. Consequently, v inverts c and we have 
cy = (cy)V = c-lyV where yV E W. However, c =1= I has odd order, so this is 
impossible. 
LEMMA 13.7. n = q3 + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 13.3 there is a qo-Sylow subgroup Qo ?;: CQ(t) of 
Q normalized by Co(t)~1l8~1l. Since Co(t)~1l8~1l is fixed-point-free on 
NQo(CQ(t))/CQ(t) and has order ~2(q - 1), we find that I Qo I = q or 
I Qo I ~ q3. 
First suppose that 8 is quasi dihedral. We have () = Xl' q = m and 
81 = 1 by the remark preceding Lemma 13.1. Then h = q2 - X2 > 0 
and Xl = q2(q2 - h - I)/h. If I Qo I = q we can write h = qh' and 
Xl = q(q2 - qh' - I)/h' < q3, whereas Xl ~ q3 by Lemma 13.5. Since 
Xl < q4 we must have I Qo I = q3. Then q I q2 - h - 1, so that h ~ q - 1 
and Xl ~ q3. Thus, Xl = q3. 
Suppose now that 8 is wreathed. By Lemmas 13.3 and 13.1 (iii), (iv), 
Q = Qo X A with A an abelian qo'-group. Let A =1= 1. By Lemma 13.6, G~1l is 
fixed-point-free on A. If I Qo I ~ q3 then by Lemma 13.5 we have 
b < I WI < I G~1l1 < I A I = I Q III Qo I ~ (b(q2 - 1) + I)/q2 ~ b. 
Thus, Qo must be C Q(t), Q is abelian, and the argument in [4, Satz 3.15] or 
[22, Lemma D.5] shows that G is not simple. 
Consequently, Q = Qo and n - 1 is a power of a prime. By Lemma 11.4, 
n - 1 = Em3 or m2 + m + 1. Also, by Lemma 13.2 n(n - I)/(q + I)q = 
IG: C(t)1 = a2m2(m2 + m + 1). Thus, n - 1 = Em3. If q = I m I the 
lemma is immediate. 
Assume that q < I m I. Then I C(t)lqo ~ I m I > q. We may assume that 
v = t' in Lemma 11.4. Let L be a %-Sylow subgroup of G~1l normalized by v. 
By Lemma 13.4, L ~ W. Since qqo II Q I = q(b(q2 - 1) + 1), qo l' b. Thus, 
L ~ C( <t, v»), so that 
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By Lemma 11.4, q = lC(t) : C«t, v»)lqo = (a(m + I)m)qo > q, which is 
absurd. This proves the lemma. 
We now list the properties of G to be used in Section 15. 
THEOREM 13.8. Set q = qoe and.1 = .1(W). 
(i) G = 02'(G) and G does not satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) If X C G fixes ;?;3 points then C(X)L1(X) satisfies the conclusions of 
Theorem 1.1. 
(iii) n = q3 + 1 and I .1 I = q + 1. 
(iv) N(W)L1 is a subgroup of prL(2, q) containing PGL(2, q) as a 
subgroup of odd index fie. 
(v) W is a nontrivial weakly closed subgroup of GrxfJ • 
(vi) W is the pointwise stabilizer of .1. 
(vii) W is semiregular on Q - .1. 
(viii) W centralizes each involution (rx(3) .... 
(ix) I W I I q + 1. 
(x) G ,,8 has a weakly closed subgroup D > W such that I D : W I = q - 1, 
GrxfJjD is cyclic of order f, and DLI is contained in PGL(2, q). 
(xi) Co(W) <1 Q and Dis fixed-point-free on QjCo(W). 
(xii) D is cyclic. 
(xiii) No element of W - <t) is inverted in G. 
(xiv) GrxfJ > D. 
Proof. (i)-(iv) are already known. (v) follows from Lemmas 13.2 and 4.3. 
(vi) is clear. 
(vii) Ifw E W#and.1(w):J.1 then, by Lemma 4.4, 1.1(w)1 =q3 + 1 =n, 
which is absurd. 
(viii) This follows from Lemma 13.5 as F ~ (Z)S. 
(ix) By (vii) and (viii), if t' = (rx(3) ... is an involution then W is 
semiregular on .1(t'), so that I W I I q + 1. 
(x) D = Co(t)rxfJSrxflW meets all the requirements. 
(xi) Since (I CO(t)rxflSrxfJ I, I WI) = 2 or 4, D is fixed-paint-free on 
No(Co(t»jCo(t). Here 2(q - 1) II D I and I Q: Co(W)1 = q2. Thus, 
Co(W) <1 Q. 
(xii) We have just seen that D acts irreducibly on QfCo(W). Since 
Co(W)rxS ~ Z(D) and I Co(W)rxfJ I = q - 1, this representation can be viewed 
as a 2-dimensional GF(q)-representation. Since each Sylow subgroup of D is 
cyclic, it suffices to show that D is abelian. By Lemma 13.3(ii), we may 
assume that I WI> 2. 
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Suppose that D is nonabelian. Then, D is an absolutely irreducible 
subgroup of GL(2, q), so that Co(W)~~ = Z(GL(2, q». Then DfCo(W)~~ is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(2, q), has order dividing q + 1, and has 
cyclic Sylow groups. Thus DICo(W)~~ is cyclic or is dihedral of order twice 
an odd number. 
If DfCo(W)~~ is cyclic, then so is D and (xii) holds. Suppose that DICo(W)~~ 
is dihedral. Then Co(W)",~WICo(W)~~ is its cyclic subgroup of index 2, so that 
Co(W)~~W is cyclic. If q = l(mod 4) each element of Co(W)S",sW - Co(W)W 
must invert W. By (viii) we must have q = 3(mod 4). Then I W!l S",~ I ;?: 4 
implies that IDICo(W)~~12 ;?: 4, which is not the case. 
(xiii) By (xii) no element of W - <t) is inverted in G",s, and (xiii) 
follows from Lemma 4.3. 
(xiv) If GaS = D then Ga~ is cyclic. By [22, Theorem 1.1 or Section 5, 
Case D], it follows that G is PSU(3, q), which we have assumed is not the 
case. 
14. REMARKS ON SUZUKI'S PAPER [34] 
We digress from the even degree case of Theorem 1.1 in order to discuss 
the important part of the odd degree case due to Suzuki [34]. There is an 
error in [34, p. 577, lines 3-4], as can be seen from our Lemma 11.1 or by 
considering prU(3, q). This error is due to [34, Lemma 38(iii)]. 
In Section 15 we will consider both the even and odd degree cases of 
Theorem 1.1. As a result we will prove [34, Lemma 60]. 
First, it is necessary to note that (i)-(xiv) of Theorem 13.8 again hold. 
(i) and (xiv) are assumed in the proof of [34, Lemma 60]. (ii) is found in 
[34, Section 8] (iii) is Lemma 59, while (iv)-(xiii) follow from [34, Lemma 31, 
Theorem 5, Section 14, and Lemma 49]. 
15. CASE I COMPLETED 
The following result will complete Case I and correct the error in Suzuki 
[34] mentioned in Section 14. 
THEOREM 15.1. If G is a finite group 2-transitive on a set Q such that,for 
(X E Q, G", has a normal subgroup Q regular on Q - (x, then there are no LI C Q 
and W < G such that conditions (i)-(xiv) of Theorem 13.8 hold. 
Proof. We shall "transfer out" part of GaS' thereby contradicting the 
fact that 02'(G) = G. Clearly, 
I G 1= (q3 + I)q3(q - 1)1 Wlf. 
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Recall that Q is a qo-group. Let p be a prime divisor of f. Precisely as in 
Lemma 13.4, pi q3 + 1, and in particular qo l' f. Let q = fp. If X ~ Gaf3 we 
can define Co(X) as in Lemma 4.2. Then Lemma 4.3 still holds. 
We will frequently use the fact that a central extension of PSU(3, q) by 
a group of order a prime =1= 2, 3 splits (see the proof of [34, Lemma 58]). 
LEMMA 15.2. (i) If X is a subgroup of Gaf3 fixing ~3 points of LI and such 
that X n W = 1, then N(X) = ceX). 
(ii) Either p I q2 - q + 1 or p II W I and a p-Sylow subgroup of Gaf3 is 
noncyclic. 
(iii) If either p =1= 3 or p = 3 and a p-Sylow subgroup Pall of Gall is 
noncyclic, then Pall has a subgroup Po of order p such that ILl (Po) I = f3 + 1 
and Co(Po)<l(Po) = PSU(3, f). 
Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 4.3 and N(X)~{l = ceX)~{l' 
(ii) If P l' q2 - q + 1 then 3 =1= P I q + 1 and, by (*), Co( W)Gall contains 
a p-Sylow subgroup P of G. If GafJ has a cyclic p-Sylow subgroup then P is 
metacyclic and nonabelian (Lemma 11.1). A result of Huppert [51] then 
contradicts the fact that G = 02'(G). 
(iii) Ap-Sylow subgroup X of Gaf3 acts on QfCo(W). If P I q2 - q + 1 
but P =1= 3, then p l' q2 - 1, and hence Co(X) ~ Co(W). If P I q + 1 
and X is noncyclic then X has a subgroup Po of order p with Co(Po) ~ Co(W). 
Thus, in either case we can find Po ~ Gaf3 of order p with Co(Po) ~ Co(W). 
Moreover, Co(Po) n Co(W) =1= 1 since p l' q - 1. Thus, Co(W) n C(po) is 
SL(2, f). 
If q is odd then (iii) follows from Lemma 4.4. Suppose q is even. Then 
3 II Co(Po) I implies that Co(Po)<l(Po) is not a Suzuki group. Since Co(W) = 
Z(Q) = Ql(Q) and Q has exponent 4 [34, p. 568], Co(Po)<l(Po) is a unitary or a 
Frobenius group. In the latter case, Co(Po) is a Frobenius complement of 
exponent 4. Then 8 = I Co(Po) I > ICo(Po) n Co(W)1 = 2 implies that 
Co(Po)<l(Po) is unitary. 
LEMMA 15.3. P I q + 1. 
Proof. Otherwise,3 =1= p I q2 - q + 1. Choose Po as in Lemma 15.2. Let 
Paf3 be a p-Sylow subgroup of GafJ containing Po . Let R be a p-Sylow subgroup 
of Co(Po) normalized by Paf3 . Both Pall and R are cyclic and RPafJ is a 
metacyclic group. By (*) and Lemma 11.1, RPafJ is a normal subgroup of 
index p in a p-Sylow subgroup P of G. 
Since 1 <I R <I RPall <I P with each quotient cyclic, and since p ~ 5, 
Lemma 11.2 applies to P. It follows that N(P) has no normal subgroup of 
indexp. 
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As in Lemma 15.2(iii), CO(PCY.(3) ~ Co(W), and since CO(PCY.{3) ~ Co(Po) 
the group CO(PCY.(3)<J(Pa(3) is unitary. We can find a 3-element a E CO(PCY.(3) 
normalizing the subgroup Rl = Ql(R) of CO(PCY.(3) and acting nontrivially 
on Rl . Then a E Co(Po) n N(Rl) implies that a normalizes R. Clearly a is 
fixed-point-free on R. Write R = (r) and ra = ri, where clearly 
i =1= ±l(modp). By Lemma 15.2(i), N(Po) = C(po), and so Rl ~ Po. 
Also, P ~ N(Po). 
Thus, Rl is characteristic in RPCY.(3 , and so central in P while P is transitive 
on the subgroups =l=Rl of RlPO of order p. Consequently, N(RlPO) ~ 
PN(po) = PC(Po). Then N(RlPO)/C(RlPO) is a Frobenius group of order 
divisible by 3p, so that a normalizes a p-Sylow group p* of N(RlPO). Let 
P*g = P with g E N(RlPO) = P(N(Rl) n C(Po)). We may assume that 
g E N(Rl) n C(Po) , and then R = Rg, ag E N(Rl) n Co(P:fJ ) and ag is fixed-
point-free on R. Since ag normalizes P we may assume that p* = P and 
g = 1. Let H be a p-complement of N(P) containing a. 
We now claim that N(P) ~ N(RlPO). If PCY.(3 > Po, then RlPO ~ 
(]>(P) ~ RPaf3 , so that RlPO = QtC(]>(P)) <l N(P). Assume now that P"f3 = Po 
and RlPO is not normal in N(P). Then RPo is not normal in N(P), and as 
above Po ~ P(1). Since R X Po = RPCY.f3 has indexp in P it follows that P has 
class 2. Then Ql(P) = RlPO(z) with z E P - RPo and <z) conjugate to Po . 
Here Ql(P)is nonabelian of order p3 and Rl is its center. Set H =H/CH(Ql(P)) 
and let ii be the image of a in this group. H acts on Ql(P)/Rl and may be 
regarded as a subgroup of GL(2, p). If h E H# normalizes RlPO it centralizes 
some conjugate of Po and hence centralizes RlPO/Rl . Thus, H contains no 
nontrivial element of Z(GL(2, p)). In particular, H contains no Klein group. 
Since H is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(2, p) it is cyclic or dihedral 
(Dickson [9, pp. 285-286]). In particular, (ii) <l H. Also, a is nontrivial on 
Rl , so ii =1= 1. Thus, H normalizes the centralizer RlPO/Rl of ii in Ql(P)/Rl . 
Then H centralizes RlPO/Rl . Since Rl ~ P(l), H centralizes PoP(1)/P(1). 
Consequently, N(P) has a normal subgroup of index p, which is a contradic-
tion. Therefore RlPO <l N(P), as claimed. 
Now, N(P) ~ N(RlPO) ~ PN(Po) = PC(Po) and N(P) n C(po) normalizes 
P n C(po) = RPCY.(3 . Thus, RPCY.{3 <l N(P). 
Note that H ~ PC(po) implies that we may assume that 
Then H normalizes Co(Po) n N(Rl) and hence also R. Since H acts on 
RPCY.f3/R and centralizes RPo/R, [H, RPCY.f3] ~ Rand RPCY.(3 = RL with 
L = RPCY.(3 n C(H). Since a is fixed-point-free on R, L is cyclic and R n L = 1. 
Also, L ;?: Po . 
Clearly, P/(]>(RPCY.f3) has order p3. Since N(P) contains no normal subgroup 
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of index p, it follows that Ul>(RPafJ) :::;; P(1)cJ>(RPafJ). Since PjcJ>(RPa8) is not 
metacyclic(Huppert [51]) it is extraspecial of exponent p with center LcJ>(RPafJ). 
We have R = (r), ra = ri and i =1= ±1(modp). Since a centralizes 
LcJ>(RPafJ)jcJ>(RPafJ), there is an element Z E P - RPafJ such that za = zjb 
with b E cJ>(RPafJ) and ij = l(modp). 
Write RI = (rl) and Po = Ql(L) = (y). Then [y, z] E Rl #. Let [y, z] = 
rl
k 
=F- 1. Apply a to both sides and obtain 
rik = [y, zjb] = [y, zj] = [y, zp = rik. 
Thus i == j( mod p), so that i2 - 1 (mod p), whereas i =1= ± 1 (mod p). This 
is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 15.4. P = 3. 
Proof. Otherwise, 3 =F- P II W I (Lemma 15.2(ii)). Let PafJ and Po be as 
in Lemma 15.2(iii). Let R be a p-Sylow subgroup of Co(W) normalized by 
Pai3 . By (*), P = RPafJ is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Set Rl = Ql(R) and 
PI = Ql(P II W). Then RlPl = Ql(Z(P)), and, from the structure of P, it 
follows that Ql(P) = RlPlPO • 
We first show that N(P) contains a normal subgroup of index p. Since 
IR : CR(po) I = p, !p: Cp(Po)I = p2 or p. Suppose first that !p: Cp(Po)I = p2. 
For each hE N(P), Po" :::;; Ql(P) but Po" II Z(P) = 1, so that Po" = POb 
for some bE P. Thus, N(P):::;; PN(po) = PC(Po). Set Po = (x) and 
consider the image of x under the transfer of N(P) into PjR(P II W). If 
g E N(P) :::;; PC(Po) then for each integer m we have 
Thus, N(P) has a normal subgroup of index p in this case. Next suppose that 
IP: Cp(Po) I = p. Here PafJ :::;; C(Po)· Clearly PafJ contains p subgroups of 
order p other than PI' all of which are central in PafJ . Since N(PlPO)a(3 
centralizes PlPojP1 , none of these p subgroups are conjugate in GafJ and, 
hence, in G (Lemma 4.3). Thus, the subgroups of R1PlPO of order p not in 
RlPl lie in p classes in G, with each class containing p subgroups and P 
transitive on each class. Once again it follows that N(P) :::;; PC(Po), and N(P) 
has a normal subgroup of index p. 
Since p ~ 5 and 1 <l P II W <l PafJ <l P with each quotient cyclic, as in 
Lemma 15.3 we can apply Lemma 11.2 to our situation. Then GjOP(G) R:i 
N(P)jOP(N(P)), whereas G = 02'(G). 
Notation. Let PafJ be a 3-Sylow subgroup of Ga{3 , R a 3-Sylow subgroup of 
Co(W) normalized by PafJ , and P a 3-Sylow subgroup of G containing 
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RPrxB . From (*) it follows that 1 P : RPrxB 1 = 3, and, hence, RPrxB <J P. Set 
RI = QI(R) :::;; Co(W) n C(PrxB) :::;; CO(PrxB)' 
LEMMA 15.5. 311 WI. 
Proof. Suppose that 3 1'1 W I and set Po = QI(P"B)' Then RIPO = 
QI(RPrxB) <J P. Since R ~ N(Po), RI :::;; Z(P), and some element of P - RPrxB 
centralizes Po. Thus, C(po) ~ N(W) and hence Co(Po) = PSU(3, t) (see 
the proof of Lemma l5.2(iii». Since 3 l' 1 Cw(Po)l, (t + 1)a = 3 and 
1 R 1 = (q + 1)a = (t + lh(t2 - t + 1)a = 9. Moreover, t is not a cube, 
so that PrxB = Po' Thus 1 PI = 34• Also, t =1= 2 as 1 WI I t a + 1. 
We claim that Co(Po) = PSU(3, t). For, as C(po) does not contain a 
3-Sylow subgroup of G (Lemma 11.1), a 3-Sylow subgroup of C(po) is 
abelian. By transfer, Po ~ Co(Po). 
We next show that R <J P. We have RIPO <J P and Co(Po) = PSU(3, t). 
From the structure of the group Co(Po) X Po, it follows that there is a 
3-Sylow subgroup of C(po) having the form <a) X RI X Po; moreover, 
a can be chosen to normalize the subgroup 
Here L is an abelian subgroup of order (t + 1) . let + 1). Then a E N( C(L». 
Since t =1= 2, W n C(po) =1= 1 and C(L) ~ C(W), so that 
C(L) = (C(L) n Co(W)W)Po and IC(L)I I(q + 1) . !(q + 1) . 3. 
Moreover, C(L) is not nilpotent and C(L) has a normal abelian subgroup of 
index 3, say Lo. Then a E N(Lo), so that a normalizes the unique 3-Sylow 
subgroup R of Lo . As a E N(po) we have R <J RPo<a). Then N(RPo) induces 
a 3'-group of automorphisms on RPoJRI . Consequently R <J P, as claimed. 
As R <J P, P has class 2. The Hall-Wielandt Theorem (Lemma 11.2) 
implies that oa(N(p» = N(P). 
Now Co(Po) = PSU(3, t) implies that a 3-Sylow subgroup of Co(Po) is 
elementary abelian of order 9. As above, P contains an elementary abelian 
subgroup of order 27. As P has class 2 and is not of exponent p, 1 QI(P) 1 = 27 
and <l>(P) = RI . It follows that N(P) acts on QI(P)J<l>(P) as a subgroup of 
GL(2, 3) of order prime to 3. As OP(N(P» = N(P), there must be an element 
hE N(P) such that h inverts QI(P)J<l>(P). Then h inverts RIPOJRI . But P is 
transitive on the subgroups =l=RI of order p contained in RIPO' Thus, 
hE PN(Po) = PC(Po), a contradiction. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 15.1. Set PI = QI(P n W). 
Then, RIPI = QI(Z(RPrxB» <J P, so P normalizes C(RIPI). Since f is now a 
power of 3, C(RIPI) = (C(RI) n Co(W»WP"B' Then P normalizes 
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C(RIPI ) n C(0a,(C(RIPI))). If q oj:. 8, then q + 1 is not a power of 3, and 
(q + l)j3(t + 1) is not divisible by 3 (Lemma 11.1). Then no element of 
PrxS - P n W centralizes 0a,(C(RIPI )), and R(P n W) is the unique 
3-Sylow subgroup of C(RIPI) n C(0a,(C(RIPI))). 
We claim that R(P n W) <J P. If this is false, then we must have q = 8. 
Suppose that PrxS is cyclic. Then RPrxfJ is metacyclic of class 2, and 
R(P n W) <J P since R(P n W) = {x E RPrxfJ I xP E (RPrxfJ)(l)}. Next let PrxS 
be noncyclic and choose Po as in Lemma 15.2. Here, Co(Po) = PSU(3, 2), 
and we can use the proof of [34, Lemma 60.1] to obtain a contradiction. 
Thus, R(P n W) <J P. 
Note that PI and RI are not conjugate as RI is inverted whereas PI is not. 
Also, PI is not normal in P. Thus, 
N(RIPI) = P(N(RI) n N(PI» 
= P(N(RI) n C(PI)) [> R(P n W). 
Suppose that RIPI is weakly closed in P. Then by the Hall-Wielandt 
Theorem, N(RIPI) has no normal subgroup of index 3. As N(RIPI)jR(P n W) 
has metacyclic 3-Sylow subgroups, P/R(P n W) is abelian (Huppert [51]). 
We have N(RIPI) = <P, C(RIPI ), u) with u an involution in N(RI) n CO(PrxfJ) 
inverting RI . Also, C(RIPI ) = (C(RI) n CO(PI))WPrxfJ , Thus, 
[N(RIPI ), PrxS] ~ (C(RI) n CO(PI»W 
and N(RIPI) has a normal subgroup of index 3, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, RIPI is not weakly closed in P. Then, some conjugate PIx 
of PI lies in P but not in RIPI . 
Note that no conjugate PlY of PI can lie in Cp(PI) = RPrxfJ but not in RIPI . 
For otherwise, (PIY),j 1;; R,j and (RPrxfJ),j is nonabelian and metacyclic. 
Therefore there is an element r E R such that pr is in PrxfJ but not in P n W. 
Then PI ,pr are conjugate in G but not in GrxfJ , which contradicts Lemma 4.3. 
We thus have [PI' PI"] oj:. 1. Also ..1(PI ) n ..1(PI"') = 4>, since an element 
of (PI"')# conjugates PI to a subgroup of RIPI having no fixed points on ..1. 
Moreover, C(PI) n C(PI"') contains no conjugate Pa of PI , since otherwise 
Pa<PI ,PI"') = P a X <PI' PI"') would be conjugate to a subgroup of Cp(PI), 
and this is impossible. The proof of Theorem 15.1 will be complete once we 
prove the following fact. 
LEMMA 15.6. If x E G, [PI' PI"'] oj:. 1 and ..1(PI ) n ..1(PI"') = 4>, then 
there is a conjugate of PI lying in C(PI ) n C(PI"'). 
Proof. Let PI' P2 , Pa , P4 denote distinct conjugates of PI . Since RPrxfJ 
contains no conjugate of PI outside of RIPI , if [PI' Pa] = 1, then 
Pa ~ CO(PI)PI , Moreover, PI X Pa then contains precisely one conjugate 
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=foPl , P3 of Pl. Consequently, C(Pl ) contains precisely 2· tq(q - 1) 
conjugates =foPl of Pl. 
Next, note that there are q2(q2 - q + 1) conjugates of P l in G, q2 of which 
lie in Ga • The number of conjugates P2 :oj;; C(Pl ) with LI(Pl ) r. LI(P2) = 4> is 
thusq2(q2_ q + 1)-1-2· iq(q-l)-ILlI(q2-1) =q(q-l)(q2- q -2). 
The lemma asserts that whenever [Pl , P2] =fo 1 there is a P3 in 
C(Pl ) r. C(P2). We first show that there is at most one such P3 • For let 
P3 , P4 ~ C(Pl ) r. C(P2). Then we have seen that <P3 , P4) ~ CO(Pl)P1 . 
Here, <P3 , P4 ) is not a 3-group, as otherwise <Pl , P3 , P4 ) would be conju-
gate to a subgroup of RPafJ , so that Pl ~ <P3 ,P4) ~ C(P2), which is not 
the case. Since 3 l' q, <P3 , P4)Ll(Pl) or <P3 , P4 )Ll(P2) contains a Klein group 
(Dickson [9, pp. 285-286]). Now I<P3 , P4 )1 is even and LI(Pl ) r. LI(P2 ) = 4>, 
so that q must be odd. Since C(Pl)Ll(Pl) and C(P2)Ll(P2) have no quaternion 
subgroups, <P3 , P4 ) contains a Klein group <u, v). Then <Pl , P2 ) ~ 
Co(u)Wu r. C(v) (by the first paragraph), whereas the latter group has a 
normal abelian 3-Sylow subgroup. This is a contradiction. 
We now fix Pl and count in two ways the ordered pairs (P2 , P3 ) with 
Pl , P2 'P3 distinct and conjugate, [Pl , P2] =fo 1, LI(Pl ) r. LI(P2) = 4>, and 
[Pl ,P3] = [P2 ,P3] = 1. On the one hand, we have just seen that each P2 
determines at most one P3 , so that there are at most q(q - 1)(q2 - q - 2) 
such pairs. On the other hand, each P3 determines 2 . iq(q - 1) - 2 groups 
P2 in C(P3) not in C(Pl ). Since there are 2 . iq(q - 1) P3 's, the number of 
pairs (P2 , P3) is (q2 - q)(q2 - q - 2). It follows that each P2 does in fact 
determine a P3 , and this proves the lemma. 
As already noted, the preceding lemma provides the contradiction needed 
to complete the proof of Theorem 15.1. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 15.1 could have been completed without 
Lemma 15.6 by using an involved fusion argument. The preceding lemma 
shows that an entirely different kind of structure is available than we have 
needed before. It is clear that this lemma will hold in other situations: it 
could have been deduced earlier in Section 15, and was implicitly available, 
though seemingly not needed, in the work of Suzuki [34, Sections 21-24, 
and 35], O'Nan [24], and Kantor, O'Nan and Seitz [22] (following their 
Lemma D.5). 
We note that Lemma 15.6 represents the bulk of the construction of a 
projective plane of order q2 on which G acts. The same is true of the analogues 
of this lemma available in the above references. 
16. CASE II 
We now return to the second situation described in Section 12. In this 
case we wish to prove: 
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THEOREM 16.1. G is of Ree type. 
What we will in fact show is that n = q3 + 1, W = <t) :'( Z(Gall), 
C(t) = <t) X L with L a subgroup of prL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q) as a 
subgroup of odd index f, I G I = (q3 + l)q3(q - l)f, and each prime 
divisor off divides q2 - q + 1. As in Walter's work [53], it is hard to eliminate 
field automorphisms of order a power of a prime p I q2 - q + 1, and we 
have not been able to do so even in our permutation group situation. The 
difficulty is due to the fact that a p-Sylow subgroup of a group of Ree type is 
not known to be cyclic. However, we remark that Walter's argument is made 
simpler once one knows I G I and the existence of a character of degree 
n - 1 = q3 in the principa12-block [22, Lemma 3.6]. 
We first show that t E Z(GafJ). If this is not so let x E Gall - <t) with 
xt = X-I. As in the proof of Lemma 13.2(i), CoCx) 9'= 1. Then Co(x)L1(x) is 
as in Lemma 4.4. However, I CO(X)(X1l I is odd and a 2-Sylow subgroup of C(x) 
has order 4 and can be assumed to be centralized by t. This is impossible for 
the group N«x»)L1(X). 
Let t' = (exf3) ... be an involution. Since <t) is the 2-Sylow subgroup of 
Gall' by Lemma 4.3 t' centralizes W. As in Lemma 13.5 it follows that 
n = q3 + 1. Then I G I = l(q3 + l)q3(q - 1)1 W If, where 
As in Section 13, Co(t)",IlW is semiregular on Q - Ll. Since W:,( C(t'), 
I W I I q + 1. Also, W is cyclic since I W 12 = 2. Iff = 1, then Gall is cyclic 
and the theorem follows from [22, Section 5, Case D]. We may thus assume 
that f 9'= 1. 
As in Section 15, each prime p I f divides q2 - q + 1 or I W I. Suppose 
that p II W I. If a p-Sylow subgroup of Gall is cyclic, then G is not simple by 
a result of Huppert [51]. Thus, a p-Sylow subgroup of Gall is noncyclic and 
Gall contains a subgroup Po of order p such that Co(Po)L1(Po) is of Ree type. 
As W is cyclic, it follows that Cw(Po) = <t). This contradicts the supposition 
thatp II WI· 
Thus, each prime divisor of f divides q2 - q + 1. Since W:,( C(t') it 
follows that WLI(t') :'( CO(t')LI(t'). If <t', u) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of Co(t) then 
uLl(t') centralizes WLI(t'), which has even order. This is only possible if 
I WLI(t') I = 2. Thus W = <t). 
Clearly, C(t) = <t) X Co(t)O(Gall) with Co(t)O(Gall) ~ (Co(t)O(Gall))LI. 
At this point it seems to be necessary to invoke Walter's work [53] in order 
to conclude that f = 1. 
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17. HISTORICAL NOTE 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 clearly depends on the classification of 
Zassenhaus groups [10, 20, 33, and 43]. When n = I Q I is odd, results of 
Suzuki [34], Bender [45] and Shult [30] are required, and these depend in 
turn upon the Feit-Thompson Theorem [11]. 
When n is even we have used results of Bender [4], Hering [17], Suzuki [35], 
O'Nan [24] and Kantor, O'Nan, and Seitz [22], together with the end of 
Walter [53]. Of these, only Hering's result and that of [22] involve the 
Gorenstein-Walter Theorem [49]. However, we have used only the even 
degree case of [22], and then the Gorenstein-Walter Theorem is not needed. 
Since we have shown how to prove Theorem 1.1 without using the results of 
Alperin, Brauer and Gorenstein [I, 2], it seems fitting to point out that the 
Gorenstein-Walter Theorem can also be dispensed with in the proof. 
Thus, we will prove the special case of Hering's result [17] which was 
used in Lemma 4.l(v). The following situation will be considered. 
(H) G is a group 2-transitive on a finite set Q with n = I Q I even, some 
involution t fixes two points ex, [3, but no involution fixes more than two 
points. 
Using very elementary arguments, Hering [17] observed that (H) implies the 
following: (a) a 2-Sy1ow subgroup S of G is dihedral or quasidihedral; 
(b) if S is quasidihedra1 then G is 3-transitive; and (c) G~fJ has at most two 
orbits on Q - {ex, [3}. 
LEMMA 17.1. If (H) holds and G~ has a normal subgroup Q regular on 
Q - ex, then G has a normal subgroup acting on Q as PSL(2, q) in its usual 
2-transitive representation. 
Proof. Clearly, t inverts Q, Q is abelian, and t is the unique involution in 
G~fJ. If n = ° (mod 4), then t is an odd permutation, so G has a normal 
subgroup of index 2 all of whose involutions are regular. In this case Bender's 
result [4] completes the proof. 
We now assume that n - 2 (mod 4). Moreover we may assume that no 
proper normal subgroup of G satisfies (H) in its action on Q. Then all 
involutions in G are conjugate and we can choose S so that S~fJ is a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G~fJ . 
If y E Q - {ex, [3}, then t centralizes the involution u in Gyyt , and u inter-
changes ex and [3. There are thus (n - 2)/2 involutions (ex[3) .... Consequently, 
K = {x E GafJ I XU = X-I} contains precisely (n - 2)/2 elements. 
Next note that Q is a p-group. For otherwise we can write Q = A X B 
with A =1= 1 and B =1= 1 Hall subgroups of Q. Then [3A and [3B are nontrivial 
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imprimitivity classes of GiX having different sizes, so that GiX{3 leaves f3A - f3 
and {3B - {3 invariant, which contradicts (c). 
We now distinguish between the cases SiX{3 cyclic or noncyclic. 
(i) Suppose that SiXll is cyclic. Here GiX{3 has a normal 2-complement and 
IK (') O(GiXll)1 = (n - 2h' . By a lemma of Bender [26, Lemma 1.2] and the 
minimality of G, GiXll = <K). It suffices to show that GiXll is semiregular on 
Q - {ex, {3}. 
Write 1 Q I = pe. Here pe = l(mod 4). If pe is not the square of a Mersenne 
prime then by [5] there is a prime r dividing P' - 1 but not dividing pi - 1 
for 1 ~ i < e. Then r 11K 1 and hence Q is elementary abelian. By an 
elementary result of Passman [52, Proposition 4.2], GiX can be regarded as a 
group of certain mappings of the form x _ ax'P + b on GF(pe), where a =1= 0 
and b are in GF(P') while cpEaut GF(pe). Since GiX{3=<K), GiX{3=KG~1).If 
u = (exf3) "'is an involution normalizing SiXll then C(U)iX(3 ~ <t)G~~ (') <t)O(Gall)· 
However, G~) is semiregular on Q - {ex, {3} whereas O(C(u)a{3) fixes each of 
the fixed points of u. Thus, C(U)iX{3 = <t) and Ga{3 = K is cyclic and semi-
regular on Q - {ex, {3}, as required. 
If po = p2 with P a Mersenne prime, then Q is elementary abelian, and 
GiX{3 can be regarded as a subgroup of GL(2, p) containing the central involution 
of GL(2, p). Since Sa{3 is cyclic, O(Gall) is abelian (Dickson [9, pp. 285-286]), 
and since we may assume that (p + 1)2 > 4 the image of GiX{3 in PGL(2, p) is 
cyclic. Thus, Gall is abelian and metacyclic, and as before this implies that 
K = Ga{3 is cyclic. Using Lemma 4.3 we find that GiXS is semiregular on 
Q - {ex, {3}. 
(ii) Now suppose that SiX{3 is noncyclic. Then Sa{3 is generalized 
quaternion and S is quasidihedral. G has no subgroup of index 2. The 
permutation character 8 of odd degree n - 1 is in Bo(2, G) [22, Lemma 3.6]. 
In the notation of Lemma 11.3, 8 = Xi' i = 1, 2, or 3, and 8i = 8(s) = -1 
since s ¢ Gy for any y. Clearly, 8(t) = 1. 
Since x2 == -m - -1(mod 4), 8 =1= X2' Suppose that 8 = Xl' Then 
1 = X1(t) = 81m = -m, whereas m = l(mod 4). Thus, 8 = X3' Since 
83 = -1, either 81 or 82 is 1 and Lemma 11.3(viii) applies. Then n - 1 = 
(m2 - h)(m2 - h - l)jh. However, n - 1 = 1 Q 1 is a prime power by (b). 
Thus, h = m2 - h or m2 - h - 1. Since m is odd we must have 
h = m2 - h - 1, so that m2 - h = n - 1 == l(mod!1 S I). However, 
m2 - h = Xl or x2 • If 81 = -1 then 1 = Xl = -2 + m(mod !I S I), 
whereas m == 1 + il S l(mod!1 S I). If 82 = -1 then 1 = X 2 = -m(mod!1 S I)· 
These contradictions prove the lemma. 
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